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The Mind of a Con Man - The New York Times
Usage: It was formerly considered correct to use whom whenever the objective form of who was required. This is no longer thought to be

necessary and the objective form who is now commonly used, even in formal writing: there were several people there who he had met before.Who
cannot be used directly after a preposition the preposition is usually displaced, as in the man (who) he sold his ...

Who vs. Whom: A Simple Way to Determine Which Word to Use ...
whom or who?:Usage Guide. Observers of the language have been predicting the demise of whom from about 1870 down to the present day. one

of the pronoun cases is visibly disappearingthe objective case whom R. G. White (1870) whom is dying out in England, where "Whom did you
see?" sounds affected Anthony Burgess (1980) Our evidence shows that no oneEnglish or notshould expect ...

Who(m) & That Clauses | Grammar Quizzes
hi, so what you mean is that A and B have the same meaning, and that either 'who' or 'whom' is correct in these sentences because they don't

follow a preposition. And sentence C is also correct, but we can only use whom because it goes after a preposition, then the object must be the
'whom', not 'who'.

Improve your English: WHO or WHOM? engVid
This is a grammar comic about the proper usage of who versus whom.

Dr. Whom's Profile - 
This site uses cookies for analytics, personalized content and ads. By continuing to browse this site, you agree to this use. Learn more

How to Use the Salutation To Whom It May Concern
How do you know whether to use 'who' or 'whom' in a sentence? Find out in our helpful video and at .
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